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An Introduction to 3D Computer Vision Techniques and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Computer vision encompasses the construction of integrated vision systems and the application of vision to problems of real-world importance. The process of creating 3D models is still rather difficult, requiring mechanical measurement of the camera positions or manual alignment of partial 3D views of a scene. However using algorithms, it is...
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Programming Google App Engine (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

 As one of today's cloud computing services, Google App Engine does more than provide access to a large system of servers. It also offers you a simple model for building applications that scale automatically to accommodate millions of users. With Programming Google App Engine, you'll get expert practical guidance that will help...
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REST in Practice: Hypermedia and Systems ArchitectureO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Why don't typical enterprise projects go as smoothly as projects you develop for the Web? Does the REST architectural style really present a viable alternative for building distributed systems and enterprise-class applications?

	
		In this insightful book, three SOA experts provide a down-to-earth explanation of REST and...
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HTML5 GeolocationO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book explores the W3C Geolocation API, a specification that provides scripted
		access to geographical location information associated with a hosted device.* This API
		defines objects that can be used in JavaScript to ascertain the position of the device on
		which the code is executed.

	
		Truly revolutionary: now...
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Hands-On Oracle Application Express Security: Building Secure Apex ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	AT RECX we’ve been involved in the world of IT Security for more than a decade. We were

	involved in some of the fi rst penetration tests performed in the UK, where large organizations and

	government departments allowed ethical hackers into their networks to determine the risk they

	faced from what are now known as cyber attacks....
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ASP.NET MVC 4 Mobile App DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	The ASP.NET MVC 4 framework is used to build scalable web applications with the help of design patterns and .NET Framework. The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a design principle which separates the components of a web application. This separation helps you to modify, develop, and test different components of a web application.

...
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Exploring SE for AndroidPackt Publishing, 2015

	Discover Security Enhancements (SE) for Android to build your own protected Android-based systems


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamental security models and motivations behind Linux, SELinux, and SE for Android.
	
		Build and enable current security enhancements from the SE for Android project...
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Probability and Statistics for Computer ScientistsCRC Press, 2013

	Student-Friendly Coverage of Probability, Statistical Methods, Simulation, and Modeling Tools

	Incorporating feedback from instructors and researchers who used the previous edition, Probability and Statistics for Computer Scientists, Second Edition helps students understand general methods of stochastic...
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Data Mining with Computational Intelligence (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2005
Nowadays data accumulate at an alarming speed in various storage devices,
and so does valuable information. However, it is difficult to understand information
hidden in data without the aid of data analysis techniques, which
has provoked extensive interest in developing a field separate from machine
learning. This new field is...
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The Next Wave in Computing, Optimization, and Decision TechnologiesSpringer, 2004
Brown et al. (2004) (see also Reed 1994 and Skroch 2004) model the
completion of an adversarial nation’s nuclear-weapons program using
general techniques of PERT. (See PERT 1958 and Malcolm et al. 1959
for the original descriptions of PERT, and see Moder et al. 1983 for a
comprehensive review.) Brown et al. (2004) ask the...
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Principles of Model CheckingMIT Press, 2008
Our growing dependence on increasingly complex computer and software systems necessitates the development of formalisms, techniques, and tools for assessing functional properties of these systems. One such technique that has emerged in the last twenty years is model checking, which systematically (and automatically) checks whether a model of a...
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Acoustic Diffusers and Absorbers: Theory, Design and ApplicationTaylor & Francis, 2004
Every book tells a story and there is a story behind every book. This story begins in 1980, in the conference room of the laboratory for the structure of matter at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in Washington, DC, where Peter D’Antonio was employed as a diffraction physicist. Knowing Peter’s interest in music, a colleague handed...
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